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Second Language 
Advantages to the 
Construction IndustryMethodology
➔ Bi-weekly virtual research meetings 
➔ Using construction software and data 
based
➔ Digital file formats 
Outcome 
A comprehensive research paper reflate how 
essential of second language in construction 
industry through data collected from Cal Poly 
student. 
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Second Language Advantages 
● Construction Management predicts its 
expansions across international 
borders
● Ensures that the assigned duties are 
completed 
● Strengthen connections with different 
people
● Attract more clients and opportunities
● Effective representations during 
business reactions
Abstract
Most construction management institutions 
need students to learn foregine languages, 
but CalPoly did not provide the necessary 
resources to learn the essentials. The project 
survey involved 48 students and professors from 
California Polytechnic State University. The results 
were compiled and analyzed.
The data that I collected will provide a 
comprehensive thought and statement for this 
research. 
Result
